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Abstract

An infinitary proof theory is developed for modal logics whose models are coalgebras of polynomial functors on the category of
sets. The canonical model method from modal logic is adapted to construct a final coalgebra for any polynomial functor. The states
of this final coalgebra are certain “maximal” sets of formulas that have natural syntactic closure properties.

The syntax of these logics extends that of previously developed modal languages for polynomial coalgebras by adding formulas
that express the “termination” of certain functions induced by transition paths. A completeness theorem is proven for the logic of
functors which have the Lindenbaum property that every consistent set of formulas has a maximal extension. This property is shown
to hold if the deducibility relation is generated by countably many inference rules.

A counter-example to completeness is also given. This is a polynomial functor that is not Lindenbaum: it has an uncountable set
of formulas that is deductively consistent but has no maximal extension and is unsatisfiable, even though all of its countable subsets
are satisfiable.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

If T : Set −→ Set is a functor on the category of sets, then a T-coalgebra is a pair 〈A, �〉 with A being a set and
� a function of the form A −→ T A. This concept has proven useful in modelling various computational structures
and systems, including data structures (infinite lists, streams, trees), state-based systems (automata, labelled transition
systems, process algebras) and classes in object-oriented programming languages [34,18,38,39,23,22]. Typically A is
thought of as a set of states, and � as a transition structure. The T-coalgebras form a category under a natural notion of
coalgebraic morphism f : 〈A, �〉 −→ 〈B, �〉 given by a function f : A −→ B that preserves the transition structures
in a suitable sense.

Particular importance attaches to the notion of a final (or terminal) coalgebra, which is a coalgebra 〈C, �〉 such
that for each coalgebra 〈A, �〉 there is exactly one coalgebraic morphism from 〈A, �〉 to 〈C, �〉. In the context of
process algebra, the states of a final coalgebra can be thought of as representing all possible “observable behaviours”
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of processes, because states x of 〈A, �〉 and y of 〈B, �〉 are “observationally indistinguishable” precisely when they are
identified by the unique morphisms from 〈A, �〉 and 〈B, �〉 to 〈C, �〉.

A final T-coalgebra is unique up to isomorphism, if it exists. Conditions under which it exists, and representations
of it when it does, have been extensively studied [3,4,18,39,25,37]. The principal aim of this paper is to show how
the proof theory of modal logic can give an elegant construction of the final coalgebra for any polynomial functor.
A functor is polynomial if it can be inductively constructed from the identity functor and constant-valued functors by
forming products T1A× T2A, coproducts (disjoint unions) T1A+ T2A, and exponentials (T A)I with fixed exponent I.
Polynomial functors can be thought of as being constructed by these operations from some fixed sets given in advance,
and a polynomial coalgebra is a very general kind of deterministic transition system for which the value of a constant
functor is a set of “observable outputs” and an exponent I constitutes a set of “inputs”.

There have been a number of proposals of formal languages and logics for characterising properties of coalgebras.
A desideratum of such logics is that they have a semantic satisfaction relation A, �, x ��, expressing “formula � is
true/satisfied at state x in coalgebra 〈A, �〉”, that provides a logical characterisation of observational indistinguishability
in the following form:

x is observationally indistinguishable from y
if, and only if,

for all formulas �, A, �, x �� iff B, �, y ��.

In other words, observational indistinguishability is identical to logical indistinguishability. If such a logic exists we say
that it, or the functor T, has the Hennessy–Milner property, after the pioneers of this idea for process algebra [16,17].

The first explicit coalgebraic logic with the Hennessy–Milner property was introduced by Moss [32] for a broadly
defined class of functors T that have final coalgebras. The language involved was infinitary, allowing formation of
conjunctions of infinite sets of formulas, and was motivated by ideas from modal logic. Finitary modal languages with the
Hennessy–Milner property were subsequently developed for more specific types of functor, beginning with the work of
Kurz [27,28], Rößiger [35,37] and Jacobs [20] on polynomial functors. The fundamental canonical model construction
was adapted in [35,28] to build polynomial coalgebras. This construction originated in the method introduced by Henkin
[15] for proving completeness of first-order logic, and was adapted to modal logic by Lemmon and Scott [30] and others
[8,31]. The essence of the method is to define a model whose states are certain “maximal” sets of formulas with special
closure properties determined by the proof theory of the logic, and to show that a formula � is satisfied in this model
at a maximal x precisely when � ∈ x. The technique was used in [35,28] to construct final polynomial coalgebras as
canonical models, under the restriction that any constant output set involved in the formation of T is finite.

In this paper we show that the canonical model method can be used to construct a final T-coalgebra for any polynomial
T, including those that have infinite constant output sets, such as the set of natural numbers or even uncountable sets.
This is done by developing an infinitary proof theory for a finitary modal language determined by T. The proof theory
is infinitary in the sense that it involves a deducibility relation � |− �, interpreted as “formula � is deducible from the
set of formulas �”, which may hold concurrently with �′ |− � failing for every finite �′ ⊆ �. So the deduction of �
may depend on infinitely many “premisses”. In particular, it may be that � is deductively inconsistent, in the sense that
� |− ⊥ where ⊥ is a constant false formula, while at the same time each finite subset of � is consistent. Proof theories
of this kind were developed in [9] for standard modal logics, and are adapted here to the coalgebraic setting. While
the general framework of [9] carries over, there are a many novel features involved, including the axioms and rules of
inference used, and the canonical model construction itself, which is distinctively coalgebraic.

Our modal language is finitary in the sense that its formulas are finite sequences of symbols. Its syntax extends that
of Rößiger’s polynomial language by a new construct expressing assertions about the existence of transition functions
induced by certain path expressions. This path notion was developed in [35,37] and then in [19,20] and provides a

way of representing the internal structure and formation of a polynomial functor T. We write T
p−� S to indicate that

p is a path from T to functor S: such paths exist whenever S is a component of the formation of T. Paths induce a
partial function pA : T A ◦−→ SA for each set A, and this composes with a T-transition � : A −→ T A to give a partial
function pA ◦ � : A ◦−→ SA. p is a state path if S is the identity functor, so SA = A, and is an observation path if
S is a constant functor, so SA = D for some fixed set D of observable values. The language of [35,37] has formulas
(p)c for each such observation path p and each c ∈ D. The formula (p)c is true at state x in T-coalgebra 〈A, �〉 when
pA(�(x)) is defined and equal to c. There are also modalities [p] for each state path p, with a formula [p]� being true
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at state x when � is true at pA(�(x)), provided that the latter is defined. Thus, [p]� expresses the assertion “after the
state-transition pA ◦ �, � will be true”.

Now if the output set D associated with an observation path p is infinite, then the language of [35,37] is un-
able to express the condition that the transition function pA ◦ � is defined, i.e. that there is a “terminating”, or
“halting”, transition induced by p. If pA(�(x)) exists, then the formula (p)c is true at x for some (indeed for one)
c ∈ D. Thus, the requirement that pA(�(x)) be defined is expressed by the disjunction of the infinite set of formu-
las {(p)c|c ∈ D}. Hence the condition that pA(�(x)) be undefined is expressed by the conjunction of {¬(p)c|c ∈
D}. But conjunctions and disjunctions of infinite sets do not exist in a finitary language. This is the essential rea-
son why the canonical model constructions of [35,28] were restricted to polynomial functors formed from finite
output sets.

Here this restriction is overcome by extending the syntax to add a new atomic formula (p)↓ for each path p, with
the semantics

A, �, x � (p)↓ iff �(x) belongs to the domain of pA.
There is a price for this solution: the language remains finitary, but its proof theory becomes infinitary and its semantics
exhibits failures of compactness. This is inevitable and unavoidable as soon as output sets of observation paths are
allowed to be infinite. To see why, consider the set of formulas

{¬(p)c|c ∈ D} ∪ {(p)↓}.
This set is unsatisfiable, in the sense that there is no state at which all of its members can be simultaneously true, but
each of its finite subsets may be satisfiable when D is infinite. Correspondingly, our proof theory should make this set
inconsistent while allowing all of its finite subsets to be consistent. By the same token, the deducibility relation should
have {¬(p)c|c ∈ D} |− ¬(p)↓ while allowing that {¬(p)c|c ∈ D′}|−/¬(p)↓ for all finite D′ ⊆ D.

The proof theory we develop will indeed fulfil {¬(p)c|c ∈ D} |− ¬(p)↓ for all observation paths p, as well as
satisfying other “inference rules” built from these by the modalities and the implication connective, such as

{ � → [q]¬(p)c|c ∈ D} |− � → [q]¬(p)↓.

Our definition of a “maximal” set of formulas will include the requirement of closure under such inference rules.
A canonical T-coalgebra 〈AT , �T 〉 will be constructed with AT as the set of all these maximal sets and a “Truth
Lemma” proven, showing that

AT , �T , x �� iff � ∈ x.

From this it will follow that 〈AT , �T 〉 is a final T-coalgebra. The explanation for this reveals the naturalness of using
the canonical model construction here. Each state b in a coalgebra 〈B, �〉 determines the “truth set”

{� | B, �, b ��},
consisting of all formulas that are true at b. This truth set proves to be maximal, and hence is itself a member of AT ,
i.e. is a state of the coalgebra 〈AT , �T 〉. This defines a map from B to AT which proves to be the unique morphism
between the coalgebras.

The Truth Lemma says that the truth set {� | AT , �T , x ��} of a state x in AT is just x itself. So the states of the
canonical coalgebra are precisely all the truth sets of all states of all coalgebras, and in this sense the final coalgebra
represents “all possible situations”.

A completeness theorem also follows from the Truth Lemma, stating that if � is a semantic consequence of �
(i.e. � is satisfied by any state at which � is satisfied), then � |− �. Equivalently, if � is deductively consistent
(�|−/⊥), then � is satisfiable at some coalgebraic state. But these completeness results require the Lindenbaum prop-
erty that every consistent set of formulas has a maximal extension. We show that this property does hold under a
countability proviso on the set of infinitary inference rules of the kind exemplified above. We characterise this pro-
viso in terms of the number of paths that T has, and give examples in Section 7 illustrating the range of possibilities
for this.

Experience with infinitary logic indicates that some such cardinality constraint on completeness is to be expected
(we also give examples of that experience in Section 7). Indeed we show that there are cases of incompleteness
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here, by exhibiting a simple polynomial functor for which the Lindenbaum property fails. In this example a T-
coalgebra is any function � : A −→ �R, with R the set of real numbers and � the set of natural numbers. The
associated logic has a set � of formulas that is deductively consistent but has no maximal extension and is not sat-
isfiable at any state of any T-coalgebra. This unsatisfiable � is uncountable, and all of its countable subsets are
satisfiable.

Here is an outline of the paper. In the next section we review the basic coalgebraic theory that will be used, including
the notion of bisimilarity that gives a mathematical formulation of the concept of observational indistinguishability,
and a characterisation of bisimilarity in terms of the behaviour of path-transitions. Section 3 sets out the formal syn-
tax and semantics of our logic for a polynomial functor T, including the basic semantic consequence relation ��t�,
and confirms that the logic has the Hennessy–Milner property for T-coalgebras. Section 4 begins the study of proof
theory, introducing axioms and certain inferentially closed sets of formulas called theories. Section 5 uses theories to
define the deducibility relation |−

T
determined by T, and establishes its main properties, as well as introducing max-

imal sets and developing their relationships. Section 6 constructs the canonical coalgebra and shows that it is final.
Section 7 studies the Lindenbaum property and completeness theorems. Section 8 gives the above-mentioned incom-
pleteness example. Section 9 closes the paper with a discussion of possible generalisations and questions for further
study.

2. Coalgebras and paths of polynomial functors

We begin by establishing some notation concerning sets and functions. The identity function on a set A is de-
noted idA. The symbol ◦−→ will be used for partial functions. Thus, f : A ◦−→B means that f is a function with
codomain B whose domain, Dom f , is a subset of A.

The cartesian product A1 × A2 of two sets has associated projections �j : A1 × A2 −→ Aj for j ∈ {1, 2}. The
coproduct A1 + A2 of A1andA2 is their disjoint union, with injective insertion functions 	j : Aj −→ A1 + A2 for
j ∈ {1, 2}. Each element of A1 + A2 is equal to 	j (x) for a unique j and a unique x ∈ Aj . Associated with each
insertion 	j is its partial inverse, the extraction function 
j : A1 + A2 ◦−→ Aj having 
j (y) = x iff 	j (x) = y. Thus
Dom 
j = 	jAj , i.e. y ∈ Dom 
j iff y = 	j (x) for some x ∈ Aj .

The Dth exponential of a set A is the set AD of all functions from set D to A. For each d ∈ D there is the evaluation-
at-d function evd : AD −→ A having evd(f ) = f (d).

Definition 2.1 (Polynomial functors). A functor T : Set −→ Set assigns a set T A to each set A, and a function
Tf : T A−→T B to each function f : A−→B in such a way that T idA = idT A and T (g ◦f ) = T g ◦Tf . The identity
functor Id has IdA = A and Idf = f . For each set D, the constant functor D has DA = D and Df = idD .

A functor T is polynomial if it can be obtained in finitely many steps from Id and/or constant functors D with D �= ∅
by forming product, coproduct, and exponential functors with constant exponents. These operations on functors are as
follows.

• Product functors: T1 × T2 acts on sets by A �→ T1A × T2A, with (T1 × T2)f being the function 〈x1, x2〉 �→
〈T1(f )(x1), T2(f )(x2)〉.

• Coproduct functors: T1 + T2 has A �→ T1A + T2A on sets; while (T1 + T2)f acts by 	j (x) �→ 	j (Tj (f )(x)).
• Exponential functors: T D has A �→ (T A)D , while T D(f ) acts by g �→ T (f ) ◦ g.

Definition 2.2 (Components). Any functor involved in the formation of T is a component of T. Formally, the set
comp(T ) of T-components is inductively defined by putting comp(T ) = {T } if T = Id or T = D; comp(T ) =
{T } ∪ comp(T1) ∪ comp(T2) if T = T1 × T2 or T = T1 + T2; and comp(T D) = {T D} ∪ comp(T ).

It is evident that comp(T ) is finite and always contains at least Id or some constant functor D.

Definition 2.3 (Coalgebras). A T-coalgebra is a pair 〈A, �〉, where A is a set and � is a function of the form A−→T A.
A is called the state set and � is called the transition structure.

Since A can be recovered as Dom � we often refer to 〈A, �〉 simply as �.
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Definition 2.4 (Coalgebraic morphisms). Let 〈A, �〉 and 〈B, �〉 be T-coalgebras. A function f : A −→ B is a
(T-)morphism from 〈A, �〉 to 〈B, �〉 if � ◦ f = Tf ◦ �, i.e. the following diagram commutes:

The identity function on A is a T-morphism idA : 〈A, �〉 −→ 〈A, �〉. The T-coalgebras and their morphisms form a
category under functional composition of morphisms. An isomorphism in this category is a bijective T-morphism.

There are many illustrations in the literature (e.g. [34,18,38,39,23,22]) showing how data structures and state-based
systems can be presented as coalgebras.

Definition 2.5 (Final coalgebra). A T-coalgebra 〈A, �〉 is final if, for any T-coalgebra 〈B, �〉, there exists a unique
T-morphism from 〈B, �〉 to 〈A, �〉.

Thus, a final T-coalgebra is a terminal object in the category of T-coalgebras, so any two final coalgebras are
isomorphic. There have been several studies of conditions on T that ensure there is a final T-coalgebra [3,4,39,25].
In particular, a final coalgebra exists for all polynomial functors.

Definition 2.6 (Bisimulation [3] and bisimilarity). For T-coalgebras 〈A, �〉 and 〈B, �〉 a relation R ⊆ A × B is a
(T-)bisimulation from � to � if there exists a transition structure � : R −→ T R on R such that the projections are
morphisms from 〈R, �〉 to � and �, i.e. the following diagram commutes:

The union of any collection of bisimulations from � to � is a bisimulation [39, Section 5]. Hence there is a largest
bisimulation from � to �, called bisimilarity, which we denote by ∼. Two states x ∈ A and y ∈ B are bisimilar, x ∼ y,
if there exists a bisimulation R ⊆ A × B with 〈x, y〉 ∈ R. Bisimilarity is a mathematical formulation of the notion of
observational/behavioural indistinguishability.

Definition 2.7 (Paths). A path is a finite list (possibly empty) of symbols of the kinds �1, �2, 
1, 
2, evd . We write

p . q for the associative operation of concatenation of lists p and q. The notation T
p−� S means that p is a path from

functor T to functor S, defined inductively on the formation of T as follows:

• T
〈〉−� T where 〈〉 is the empty path,

• T1 × T2

�j .q

−� S whenever j ∈ {1, 2} and Tj

q−� S,

• T1 + T2


j .q

−� S whenever j ∈ {1, 2} and Tj

q−� S,

• T D
evd .q−� S for every d ∈ D, whenever T

q−� S.

It is evident that if there is a path T −�S, then S is one of the components of T. Conversely, if S ∈ comp(T ) then there

exists a path from T to S. Paths can be composed by concatenating lists: if T1
p−� T2 and T2

q−� T3, then T1
p.q−� T3.

A path T
p−� S is a state path if S = Id, and an observation path if S = D for some set D. 1 Every path can be

extended either to a state path or to an observation path.

1 Observation paths and state paths are called “positions” in [37].
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Definition 2.8 (Path functions). A path T
p−� S induces a partial function pA : T A ◦−→ SA for every set A, defined

by induction on the length of p as follows:

• 〈〉A : T A −→ T A is the identity function idT A and is total;

• (�j .p)
A

= pA◦�j , the composition of T1A×T2A
�j−→ TjA

pA◦−→ SA. Hence x ∈ Dom (�j .p)
A

iff �j (x) ∈ Dom pA;

• (
j .p)
A

= pA ◦ 
j , the composition of T1A + T2A

j◦−→ TjA

pA◦−→ SA. Hence x ∈ Dom (
j .p)
A

iff x ∈ Dom 
j
and 
j (x) ∈ Dom pA;

• (evd .p)A = pA ◦ evd , the composition of (T A)D
evd−→ T A

pA◦−→ SA. Hence f ∈ Dom (evd .p)A iff f (d) ∈ Dom pA.

Concatenation of paths corresponds to composition of functions, in the sense that (p.q)A = qA ◦ pA. Note that if no
extraction symbol 
j occurs in p, then pA is always a total function. It is the presence of coproducts that introduces
partiality into this theory.

An important role played by paths is to provide a characterization of a T-bisimulation as a relation that is “preserved”
by the partial functions induced by state and observation paths from T. To explain this we adopt the convention that
whenever we write “f (x)Qg(y)” for some relation Q and some partial functions f and g we mean that x ∈ Dom f iff
y ∈ Dom g and if both f (x) and g(y) are defined then 〈f (x), g(y)〉 ∈ Q. In particular, we use this convention for the
relation “=”. Proofs of the following results can be found in [12, Section 5].

Theorem 2.9. Let 〈A, �〉 and 〈B, �〉 be T-coalgebras.

(1) R ⊆ A × B is a T-bisimulation iff x R y implies

• pA(�(x)) = pB(�(y)) for every observation path T
p−� D, and

• pA(�(x)) R pB(�(y)) for every state path T
p−� Id.

(2) f : A −→ B is a morphism from � to � iff
• pA(�(x)) = pB(�(f (x))) for every observation path p, and
• f (pA(�(x))) = pB(�(f (x))) for every state path p.

(3) If f : A −→ B is a morphism from � to �, then for any path T
p−� S,

• �(x) ∈ Dom pA iff �(f (x)) ∈ Dom pB .

3. Syntax and semantics of formulas

We now define a Hennessy–Milner style modal language for a polynomial functor T which will remain fixed
throughout the rest of the paper. The language consists of propositional formulas that are “constant”, i.e. there are
no propositional variables.

Definition 3.1. The set of well-formed formulas (wff) �T is defined inductively to consist of the following:

• ⊥.

• (p)↓, for every path T
p−� S.

• (p)c, for every observation path T
p−� D and c ∈ D.

• � → �, for every �, � ∈ �T .

• [p]�, for every state path T
p−� Id and � ∈ �T .

The connectives ¬, �, ∨, ∧, ↔ are defined in the usual way from ⊥ and →. In particular, ¬� is � → ⊥. We also
write (p)↑ for the wff ¬(p)↓.

�T includes the formulas of the language of [37], which are generated essentially as above but without the formation
of (p)↓. Note that �T may be uncountable, since the sets D may be uncountable, and/or because there may be
uncountably many paths p.
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Definition 3.2 (Truth and consequence). The truth relation �, x �� is defined inductively on the formation of �, as
follows for all T-coalgebras 〈A, �〉, with x ∈ A:

• �, x ��⊥,

• �, x � (p)↓ iff �(x) ∈ Dom pA

• �, x � (p)c iff �, x � (p)↓ and pA(�(x)) = c,

• �, x � [p]� iff �, x � (p)↓ implies �, pA(�(x))��,

• �, x �� → � iff �, x �� implies �, x ��.

Thus �, x �¬� iff �, x ���, and similarly the other standard connectives have their usual semantics.
We say that � is true at x in �, or x satisfies �, if �, x ��, and that � is valid in �, ���, if it is true at all states in A.

The set {� ∈ �T | �, x ��} is called the truth set of x in �. A set � ⊆ �T is true/satisfied at x in �, �, x ��, if �, x ��
for all � ∈ �.

Semantic consequence relations are defined by

��� � iff (∀x ∈ A) �, x �� implies �, x ��,

��T � iff ��� � for all T-coalgebras �.

Satisfaction of formulas is invariant under the action of morphisms:

Lemma 3.3. Let 〈A, �〉 and 〈B, �〉be T-coalgebras and f : A −→ B be a morphism from � to �. Then for every
� ∈ �T , �, x �� iff �, f (x)��.

Proof. This is proven for all x ∈ A by induction on the construction of �.
For any path p from T we have �(x) ∈ Dom pA iff �(f (x)) ∈ Dom pB , by Theorem 2.9(3), hence �, x � (p)↓ iff

�, f (x)� (p)↓.
If p is an observation path, then pA(�(x)) = pB(�(f (x))) by 2.9(2), so pA(�(x)) = c iff pB(�(f (x))) = c, and

hence �, x � (p)c iff �, f (x)� (p)c.
If p is a state path, then f (pA(�(x))) = pB(�(f (x))), so assuming the result for � gives �, pA(�(x))�� iff

�, f (pA(�(x)))�� iff �, pB(�(f (x)))��, which leads to �, x � [p]� iff �, f (x)� [p]�.
The cases of the propositional connectives are straightforward. �

It is a pertinent question as to what makes a formal language appropriate for a given class of coalgebras. We have
stressed the Hennessy–Milner property that logical equivalence of states should coincide with bisimilarity. That property
is already possessed by the language of [37]. But it is desirable also that the language be powerful enough to allow
effective model-building, and that is why we needed to add the formulas of type (p)↓. Of course adding more formulas
preserves the property of logically distinguishing states that are not bisimilar, but then we need to check that it does
not also cause some states to be distinguished that are bisimilar.

Theorem 3.4 (Hennessy–Milner property). Let 〈A, �〉 and 〈B, �〉 be T-coalgebras with x ∈ A and y ∈ B. The
following are equivalent:

(1) x ∼ y,
(2) �, x �� iff �, y �� for every � ∈ �T .

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): let 〈R, �〉 be a bisimulation from � to � with x R y. The projections �1 : R −→ A and �2 : R −→ B

are morphisms so by Lemma 3.3, �, x �� iff �, 〈x, y〉 �� iff �, y ��.
(1) ⇐ (2): if (2) holds, then in particular �, x �� iff �, y �� for every � that has no occurrence of a “halting”

formula (p)↓, and [37, Proposition 2.8] shows that this is sufficient to prove x ∼ y. But we sketch a proof anyway.
Let R = {〈x, y〉 ∈ A × B | (2) holds}. It is enough to show that R is a bisimulation relation, for then 〈x, y〉 ∈ R

implies x ∼ y. By Theorem 2.9(1) we need to show that

(i) pA(�(x)) = pB(�(y)), for every observation path p, and
(ii) pA(�(x)) R pB(�(y)), for every state path p.
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The property (i) is captured by the fact that �, x � (p)c iff �, y � (p)c, and the property (ii) is captured by the fact that
�, x � [p]� iff �, y � [p]�. �

4. Axioms, inference rules and theories

By “proof theory” we mean the study of a binary relation � |− �, from sets � of formulas to formulas �, that is
intended to capture the notion that � is deducible/derivable/provable from members of � by using certain axioms
and rules of inference. The definition of |− will depend on the syntactic shape of the formulas involved, together
with basic set-theoretic properties of sets of formulas. We then seek to obtain soundness and completeness results to
show that |− is identical to some semantically defined relation, such as the consequence relation |=

T
of the previous

section.
There is more than one approach to defining deducibility relations. Classically, � |− � was often taken to mean that

there is a proof-sequence from � to �, i.e. a sequence of formulas ending at �, with each member of the sequence
being either a member of �, an axiom, or derivable from previous members of the sequence by a rule of inference. This
approach works well when all inference rules have finitely many premisses. Then proof-sequences can be constrained
to be finite, and the relation |− is finitary in the sense that whenever � |− � then �′ |− � for some finite set �′ ⊆ �. But
if there are rules with infinitely many premisses, then proof-sequences may be transfinite in length, and their analysis
requires the arithmetic of infinite ordinals [24].

Working with concatenations of transfinite sequences can be cumbersome. Consequently a more “axiomatic” ap-
proach to |− was developed, using the general theory of inductive definitions, in which an inductively defined set is
given as the least fixed point of a monotonic operator on sets [2]. The operator in question takes each set of formulas
to its closure under the relevant axioms and rules of inference. A fixed point of this operator, i.e. a set of formulas
that is closed under the axioms and rules, is called a theory, and � |− � is defined to hold when � belongs to every
theory extending �. This results in the set {� | � |− �} of formulas deducible from � being inductively characterised
as the least theory extending �. See for example [1,6] for extensive use of this kind of formulation of infinitary proof
theory.

We will take this approach to |− here, adapting a framework for infinitary modal logic developed in [9], but will
also make some use of classical proof-sequences in Section 8. We first discuss axioms, rules and theories that are
particular to our coalgebraic language, and then in the next section introduce deducibility relations and “maximal” sets
of formulas.

Definition 4.1 (Axioms). The set of T-axioms, AxT , consists of the following formulas.
1. All instances of propositional tautologies.
2. (〈〉)↓

For each path T
p−� S1 × S2 and j ∈ {1, 2}:

3. (p)↓ ↔ (p.�j )↓
For each path T

p−� SD and all d ∈ D:
4. (p)↓ ↔ (p.evd)↓

For each path T
p−� S1 + S2:

5. [(p)↓ ↔ (p.
1)↓ ∨ (p.
2)↓] ∧ ¬[(p.
1)↓ ∧ (p.
2)↓]
For each observation path T

p−� D and all c, d ∈ D such that c �= d:
6. (p)c → ¬(p)d

7. (p)d → (p)↓
For each state path T

p−� Id and all �, � ∈ �T :
8. ¬ [p]� → [p]¬�
9. (p)↓ → ¬ [p]⊥

10. (p)↑ → [p]⊥
11. [p](� → �) → ([p]� → [p]�).

These axioms express natural properties of the structure of coalgebras and their path functions. Axiom 3 expresses the
fact that the path function (p.�j )A = �j ◦ pA is defined precisely when pA is defined, since the projection function
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�j is total. Likewise for axiom 4, as evaluation functions are total. Axiom 5 expresses the fact that the domain of pA

is the disjoint union of the domains of (p.
1)A and (p.
2)A. Axiom 11 is the well known axiom K (for “Kripke”) from
classical modal logic. Axioms 9 and 10 together express the fact that (p)↓ is true precisely when [p]⊥ is not, and could
have been presented as the biconditional (p)↓ ↔ ¬ [p]⊥. But each has its own role to play (in Lemmas 4.11(4) and
6.5, respectively), so it is convenient to separate them.

With similar observations about the other axioms, we are led to the conclusion that

Theorem 4.2. All T -axioms are valid in all T-coalgebras.

We now begin the study of syntactic closure properties of sets of formulas.

Definition 4.3 (Modal closure). A set  of formulas is modally closed if [p]� ∈  whenever � ∈  and p is any state
path from T. The modal closure �∗ of any set of formulas � is the smallest modally closed set that extends �. This �∗
consists of all formulas of the form [p0]. . .

[
pn−1

]
� where � ∈ � and p0, . . . , pn−1 is any finite sequence (possibly

empty) of state paths.

Many systems of modal logic have a set of theorems that is modally closed: if � is a theorem then so is ��, where �
is any modality of “box” type, like our modalities [p]. Indeed the presentation of such logics usually has the inference
rule from � infer ��, known as the rule of Necessitation, or the “Box rule”. Alternatively, for finitary logics this rule
can be stipulated just for the case that � is an axiom, and then derived for theorems in general by using the appropriate
version of axiom K (our axiom 11). Here, we will achieve this effect by taking the modal closure Ax∗

T of the set of
T-axioms and building it in to the notion of a theory, which we define next. This will allow certain versions of the Box
rule to be derived later (see Lemma 5.4).

Definition 4.4. A set � ⊆ �T is:

• closed under Detachment if �, � → � ∈  implies � ∈ ;
• a theory if it includes the modal closure Ax∗

T of the set of axioms and is closed under Detachment;
• negation complete if for every � ∈ �T , either � ∈ � or ¬� ∈ �;
• ⊥-free if ⊥ /∈ �.

Lemma 4.5.

(1) If � is a negation complete theory, then for every �, � ∈ �T ,

� → � ∈ � iff � ∈ � implies � ∈ �.

(2) If � is a ⊥-free negation complete theory, then:

¬� ∈ � iff � /∈ �,

� ∧ � ∈ � iff � ∈ � and � ∈ �,

� ∨ � ∈ � iff � ∈ � or � ∈ �,

� ↔ � ∈ � iff (� ∈ � iff � ∈ �).

(3) Every truth set is a negation complete ⊥-free theory.

Proof. (1) and (2) follow by standard arguments, using the fact that all tautologies are in � by axiom 1.
For (3), observe first that the set �� = {� | ���} of formulas valid in coalgebra � contains all axioms by Theorem

4.2, and is modal closed because if � is true at all states of � then so is [p]� for any state path p. Hence Ax∗
T ⊆ ��.

Then each truth set {� | �, x ��} includes �� and hence includes Ax∗
T ; is closed under Detachment by the semantics

of � → �; is negation complete by the semantics of ¬�; and is ⊥-free by the semantics of ⊥. �

Definition 4.6. Let 2�T be the powerset of �T , with � ∈ 2�T and R ⊆ 2�T × �T .

• An inference rule, or just rule, is a pair 〈�, �〉 ∈ 2�T × �T . Here � may be thought of as a set of premisses, and �
as a conclusion.
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• � is closed under the rule 〈�, �〉 if � ⊆ � implies � ∈ �, i.e. if � � � or � ∈ �.
• � is R-closed if it is closed under every rule belonging to R.
• � is an R-theory if it is R-closed and is a theory (i.e. is closed under Detachment and Ax∗

T ⊆ �). In particular, an
∅-theory is just a theory as in Definition 4.4.

The functor T determines a special relation R T ⊆ 2�T × �T that is central to our proof theory and is defined as
follows:

Definition 4.7.

• For each observation path T
p−� D, Ip is the inference rule 〈{¬(p)d | d ∈ D} , (p)↑〉.

• For each state path q, [q]� = {[q]� | � ∈ �}.
• For � ∪ {�} ⊆ �T , � → � = {� → � | � ∈ �}.
• R T is the smallest relation (i.e. intersection of all relations) satisfying

• Ip ∈ R T for all observation paths p;
• if 〈�, �〉 ∈ R T , then 〈[q]�, [q]�〉 ∈ R T for every state path q;
• if 〈�, �〉 ∈ R T , then 〈� → �, � → �〉 ∈ R T for every � ∈ �T .

Theorem 4.8. 〈�, �〉 ∈ R T implies � |=
T
�.

Proof. Each T-coalgebra � has {¬(p)d | d ∈ D}�� (p)↑ for any observation path p. Also, from ��� � it follows that
[q]��� [q]� for all state paths q and � → ��� � → � for all � ∈ �T . Thus, the relation {〈�, �〉 | ��� �} satisfies
the three closure properties defining R T , and so includes R T as the smallest such relation. Hence 〈�, �〉 ∈ R T implies
��� � for all T-coalgebras �. �

Corollary 4.9. Every truth set is an R T -theory.

Proof. If � is the truth set of x in �, and � ⊆ � with 〈�, �〉 ∈ R T , then �, x �� and � |=
T

�, so �, x �� and � ∈ �.
Thus, � is R T -closed. But � is a theory by Lemma 4.5(3). �

Definition 4.10. For each state path p and  ⊆ �T , let p = {� | [p]� ∈ }.

This operation is crucial both to the proof theory of the modalities [p] and to the construction of a canonical/final
coalgebra.

Lemma 4.11. For any  ⊆ �T , any R ⊆ 2�T × �T , and any state path p:

(1) If  is a theory, then so is p.
(2) If 〈�, �〉 ∈ R implies 〈[p]�, [p]�〉 ∈ R , then if  is R-closed so is p.
(3) If  is negation complete, then so is p.
(4) If (p)↓ ∈ , then if  is ⊥-free so is p.

Proof. (1) If � ∈ Ax∗
T , then [p]� ∈ Ax∗

T ⊆ , and so � ∈ p. Hence Ax∗
T ⊆ p. If � → �, � ∈ p, then

[p](� → �), [p]� ∈ . But every instance of axiom 11 is in , so closure of  under Detachment gives [p]� ∈ ,
hence � ∈ p. Thus, p is closed under Detachment.

(2) Let  be R-closed. Then if 〈�, �〉 ∈ R and � ⊆ p, we get [p]� ⊆  and 〈[p]�, [p]�〉 ∈ R, hence [p]� ∈ .
This shows that p is R-closed.

(3) If  is negation complete, then for every � either [p]� ∈  or ¬ [p]� ∈ . But ¬ [p]� → [p]¬� ∈  by axiom
8, so either [p]� ∈  or [p]¬� ∈ , by Detachment. Thus either � ∈ p or ¬� ∈ p, showing that p is negation
complete.

(4) If (p)↓ ∈ , then as (p)↓ → ¬ [p]⊥ ∈  by axiom 9, ¬ [p]⊥ ∈  by Detachment, i.e. [p]⊥ → ⊥ ∈ . Thus
if ⊥ /∈ , then [p]⊥ /∈  by Detachment, and so ⊥ /∈ p. �
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5. Deducibility and maximality

We now use R T -theories to define a deducibility relation |−
T

that will eventually be seen to be identical to the semantic
consequence relation |=

T
for many T.

Definition 5.1. Let � |−
T
� mean that � ∈ ⋂{ | � ⊆  and  is an R T -theory} i.e. that � belongs to every R T -theory

extending �.
Since the class of R T -theories is closed under intersection, it follows that the set {� ∈ �T | � |−

T
�} is the smallest

R T -theory extending �.

A number of properties follow directly from this definition, and are left to the reader to check:

Lemma 5.2.
(1) If � ∈ � ∪ AxT , then � |−

T
�.

(2) R T -theories are deductively closed: if � |−
T
� and � is itself an R T -theory, then � ∈ �.

(3) 〈�, �〉 ∈ R T implies � |−
T
�.

Theorem 5.3 (Soundness). If � |−
T
� then � |=

T
�.

Proof. Suppose � |−
T

� and �, x �� for some T-coalgebra 〈A, �〉 and x ∈ A. We need to show �, x ��, so let
 = {� | �, x ��}. Then  is an R T -theory by Corollary 4.9. Therefore, since � ⊆  and � |−

T
�, � ∈ . Hence

�, x ��. �

Lemma 5.4.
(1) Cut rule (CT): If � |−

T
� for all � ∈  and  |−

T
�, then � |−

T
�.

(2) Deduction theorem (DT): � ∪ {�} |−
T
� implies � |−

T
� → �.

(3) Monotonicity: If � |−
T
� and � ⊆ , then  |−

T
�.

(4) Detachment: If � |−
T
� and � |−

T
� → �, then � |−

T
�.

(5) If � |−
T
� and � ∪ {�} |−

T
⊥, then � |−

T
⊥.

(6) If � ∪ {¬�} |−
T
⊥, then � |−

T
�.

(7) Box rule: If � |−
T
�, then [p]� |−

T [p]� for all state paths p.
(8) Implication rule: If � |−

T
�, then � → � |−

T
� → �.

(9) If ∅ |−
T
�, then � |−

T [p]� for all � ⊆ �T .

Proof. (1)–(8) can be proven as in [9], but we give the proof for (7) since our use of the set Ax∗
T is slightly different to

the setup in [9]. Suppose then that � |−
T
�. To show [p]� |−

T [p]�, let  be an R T -theory with [p]� ⊆ . Then � ⊆ p.
But p is an R T -theory by Lemma 4.11, so from � |−

T
� we get � ∈ p, hence [p]� ∈ .

For (9), if ∅ |−
T

� then [p]∅ |−
T [p]� by the Box rule (7). But [p]∅ = ∅ ⊆ �, so then � |−

T [p]� by Monotonicity
(3). �

A deducibility relation gives rise to various notions of deductive consistency:

Definition 5.5. A set � of wffs is

• |−T -inconsistent if � |−
T
⊥, and |−T -consistent otherwise;

• finitely |−T -consistent if all finite subsets of � are |−
T
-consistent;

• maximally finitely |−T -consistent if it is finitely |−
T
-consistent but has no proper extension that is finitely |−

T
-consistent;

• maximal if it is a negation complete and |−
T
-consistent R T -theory.

Theorem 5.6. Every struth-set is maximal.

Proof. Any truth set is |−
T
-consistent: if � = {� | �, x ��}, then �, x �� so � /�� ⊥, and therefore � |�−

T
⊥ by

Soundness (5.3). It follows from Lemma 4.5(3) and Corollary 4.9 that every truth-set is maximal. �
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The most obvious example of a |−
T
-inconsistent set is one containing ⊥. Then next most obvious is one includ-

ing {�, ¬�} = {�, � → ⊥} for some �, since any theory containing �, ¬� will contain ⊥ by closure under
Detachment.

Here are the main relationships between the various notions of consistency described in Definition 5.5:

Lemma 5.7.

(1) If � is finitely |−T -consistent, then so is one of � ∪ {�} and � ∪ {¬�} for each �.
(2) If � is negation complete and finitely |−T -consistent, then it is a theory.
(3) � is maximally finitely |−T -consistent iff it is negation complete and finitely |−T -consistent.
(4) If � is maximal, then it is maximally finitely |−T -consistent and hence is maximally |−T -consistent.
(5) An R T -theory is |−T -consistent iff it is ⊥-free.

Proof. (1)–(4) can be proven as in [9]. For (5), observe that an R T -theory � has � |−
T
� iff � ∈ � in general by Lemma

5.2. In particular � |�−
T
⊥ iff ⊥ /∈ �. �

The following result will be needed in our construction of a final coalgebra.

Lemma 5.8. Let � be a maximal set of wffs. For each observation path T
p−� D, if (p)↓ ∈ � then (p)d ∈ � for a

unique d ∈ D.

Proof. Let (p)↓ ∈ �. Then (p)↑ /∈ �, as � is |−
T
-consistent. Since � is R T -closed it is closed under the rule

Ip = 〈{¬(p)d | d ∈ D} , (p)↑〉, so then ¬(p)d /∈ � for at least one d. Hence (p)d ∈ � by negation completeness.
In fact d is unique, for if d �= c ∈ D, then (p)c → ¬(p)d ∈ � by axiom 6, so (p)c /∈ � by closure under
Detachment. �

The companion result for state paths is

Lemma 5.9. Let  be a maximal set of wffs. For each state path T
p−� Id, if (p)↓ ∈ �, then p is maximal.

Proof. By Lemma 4.11, as  is a negation complete R T -theory, so too is p, and as (p)↓ ∈ � and ⊥ /∈ , ⊥ /∈ p.
But then by Lemma 5.7(5), p is |−

T
-consistent. �

A simpler characterisation of maximal sets will now be obtained. Inference rules of the form 〈� → �, � → �〉 were
built into the definition of R T , and hence of |−

T
, because they are needed to establish the crucial deduction property DT

(see [9, 9.3.3(4)]). It transpires that for negation complete sets, closure under such implicational rules can be derived
from the other properties of R T , as we will now see.

Definition 5.10. R−
T is the smallest set of inference rules satisfying

• Ip ∈ R−
T for all observation paths p;

• if 〈�, �〉 ∈ R−
T , then 〈[p]�, [p]�〉 ∈ R−

T for every state path p.

Lemma 5.11. Every negation complete R−
T -theory is an R T -theory.

Proof. Let � be the set of all negation complete R−
T -theories. Define R to be the set of all rules 〈�, �〉 such that every

member of � is closed under 〈�, �〉. We will show that R has the three properties defining R T . Hence R T ⊆ R
because R T is the smallest set of rules having these properties. But each member of � is R-closed by definition of R,
so then is R T -closed, and hence is an R T -theory.

First, Ip ∈ R because Ip ∈ R−
T and every member of � is R−

T -closed. Secondly, suppose 〈�, �〉 ∈ R. Then for
any state path p, to show that 〈[p]�, [p]�〉 ∈ R, take any  ∈ � and suppose [p]� ⊆ . Then � ⊆ p. But by Lemma
4.11, p is a negation complete R−

T -theory because  is, so p ∈ � and hence p is closed under 〈�, �〉, giving
� ∈ p, whence [p]� ∈ . This proves that any  ∈ � is closed under 〈[p]�, [p]�〉, so that rule is in R.
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Thirdly, given 〈�, �〉 ∈ R consider the rule 〈� → �, � → �〉. If  ∈ � and � → � /∈ , then by Lemma 4.5(1),
� ∈  and � /∈ . Since  is closed under 〈�, �〉, � � . Taking a � ∈ � with � /∈  we get � → � /∈  as  is a
theory, so (� → �) � . Hence  is closed under the rule 〈� → �, � → �〉, which thus belongs to R. That completes
the proof of the lemma. �

Corollary 5.12. � is maximal if, and only if, it is maximally finitely |−T -consistent and R−
T -closed.

Proof. From left to right holds by Lemma 5.7(4) and the fact that R−
T ⊆ R T so R T -closure implies R−

T -closure.
Conversely, if � is maximally finitely |−

T
-consistent and R−

T -closed, then by (2) and (3) of Lemma 5.7 it is a
negation complete theory, hence an R−

T -theory, so is an R T -theory by Lemma 5.11. Moreover, ⊥ /∈ � as � is finitely
|−
T
-consistent, so then � is |−

T
-consistent by 5.7(5). �

By similar arguments we can also characterise maximality without reference to the deducibility relation |−
T

thus:
� is maximal iff it is a negation complete ⊥-free R−

T -theory. The formulation of 5.12 is however more convenient for
the completeness theorem to come later.

6. The canonical T-coalgebra

In this section we will see that every maximal set is a truth set. This is established by constructing a single T-coalgebra
〈AT , �T 〉 whose states are the maximal sets, and showing that each maximal set is the truth set of itself as a state in
AT . Since all truth sets are maximal (Theorem 5.6), this implies that the truth set of any state in any coalgebra is equal
to the truth set of some member of AT . It will turn out that 〈AT , �T 〉 is a final T-coalgebra.

Definition 6.1. AT = {x ⊆ �T | x is maximal}.

To define the transition structure �T we use the proof theory to associate with each path T
q−� S a partial function

�q : AT ◦−→ SAT which will prove to be equal to the function qAT
◦ �T (see Corollary 6.4). �T itself arises when

the construction is applied to the empty path. More precisely, when defining the �q ’s in Lemma 6.2 we show that
�p.q = qAT

◦ �p for all concatenated paths p.q, and then put p = 〈〉.
The reader may find it helpful to read the statements of Lemma 6.2 and Definition 6.3, and then Corollary 6.4, before

coming to the proof of 6.2. A comparison with the canonical coalgebra constructions of [36] and [21] may be found in
Section 9 at the end.

Lemma 6.2. For each T -component S and each path T
p−� S there exists a partial function �p : AT ◦−→ SAT with

Dom �p = {x ∈ AT | (p)↓ ∈ x}, such that for every path S
q−� U ,

Dom �p.q = Dom (qAT
◦ �p) = {x ∈ Dom �p | �p(x) ∈ Dom qAT

}

and �p.q = qAT
◦ �p:

Proof. Define Dom �p = {x ∈ AT | (p)↓ ∈ x} for all paths T
p−� S. Then define �p(x) for all x ∈ Dom �p by

induction on the formation of the component functor S, as follows.

Case T
p−� D : By Lemma 5.8 there is a unique d ∈ D such that (p)d ∈ x. Define �p(x) = d.

Case T
p−� Id: Define �p(x) = xp = {� | [p]� ∈ x} (see Definition 4.10). By Lemma 5.9, xp ∈ AT .
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Now for the inductive cases. These follow a similar pattern, in which it is also shown in each case that there is some
path symbol s (= �j or evd or 
j ) such that

�p.s = (s)AT
◦ �p. (1)

Case T
p−� S1 × S2: For j ∈ {1, 2}, make the induction hypothesis on Sj that for the path T

p.�j−� Sj , the function
�p.�j

: AT ◦−→ SjAT has been defined. By axiom 3, (p)↓ ∈ x iff (p.�j )↓ ∈ x, so Dom �p = Dom �p.�j
.

Define �p(x) = 〈�p.�1(x), �p.�2(x)〉. This makes

�p.�j
= (�j )AT

◦ �p,

which is Eq. (1) in this case, where (�j )AT
is the projection S1AT × S2AT −→ SjAT .

Case T
p−� SD: By axiom 4, Dom �p = Dom �p.evd

for all d ∈ D, where �p.evd
: AT ◦−→ SAT . Define �p(x)(d) =

�p.evd
(x) for all d, to obtain �p(x) ∈ (SAT )D = (SD)AT .

This makes �p.evd
= (evd)AT

◦ �p, where (evd)AT
is the evaluation function (SAT )D −→ SAT .

Case T
p−� S1 + S2: By axiom 5, Dom �p is the disjoint union of Dom �p.
1 and Dom �p.
2 . Define �p(x) =

	j�p.
j (x) for the unique j ∈ {1, 2} with x ∈ Dom �p.
j .
This makes �p.
j = (
j )AT

◦ �p, where (
j )AT
is the extraction S1AT + S2AT ◦−→ SjAT .

This completes the definition of �p for any T
p−� S, with Eq. (1) satisfied appropriately in all the inductive cases.

Then for each S
q−� U we prove the rest of the lemma by induction on the formation of S again. In each case, if

q = 〈〉 then U = S with p.q = p and qAT
= idSAT

, hence �p.q and qAT
◦ �p are identical as required. In particular, if

S = Id or D, then we must have q = 〈〉, so the result holds as just stated.

The inductive cases S = S1 × S2 or SD
1 or S1 + S2 now all follow the same pattern using Eq. (1): if q �= 〈〉, then

q = s.r for some symbol s and some paths S
s−� S′ r−�U . By induction hypothesis on S′, applied to the paths

T
p.s−� S′ r−�U , we get

Dom �p.q = Dom �p.s.r = Dom (rAT
◦ �p.s)

and �p.q = �p.s.r = rAT
◦ �p.s . But then since �p.s = (s)AT

◦ �p by Eq. (1), we have

Dom �p.q = Dom (rAT
◦ (s)AT

◦ �p) = Dom ((s.r)AT
◦ �p),

and �p.q = (s.r)AT
◦ �p as required. �

Definition 6.3. Let �T = �〈〉, i.e. �p for p = T
〈〉−� T . 〈AT , �T 〉 is called the canonical T-coalgebra.

Corollary 6.4.

(1) Dom �T = AT .

(2) For every path T
q−� U , Dom �q = {x ∈ AT | �T (x) ∈ Dom qAT

} and �q = qAT
◦ �T :

Proof.

(1) Every maximal set contains axiom 2, (〈〉)↓, so Dom �〈〉 = AT .
(2) Let p = 〈〉 in Lemma 6.2. �
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We can now prove the fundamental result showing that each maximal set x is a truth set, viz. x = {� | �T , x ��}:

Lemma 6.5 (Truth lemma). �T , x �� iff � ∈ x.

Proof. By induction on the structure of �, we show that for all x ∈ AT , �T , x �� iff � ∈ x:
Case � = ⊥: �T , x ��⊥ and x is ⊥-free.
Case � = (p)↓:

�T , x � (p)↓
iff �T (x) ∈ Dom pAT

by the semantics of (p)↓
iff x ∈ Dom �p by Corollary 6.4
iff (p)↓ ∈ x by the definition of �p.

Case � = (p)d: (⇒) If �T , x � (p)d then �T , x � (p)↓ and pAT
(�T (x)) = d. Therefore (p)↓ ∈ x, by the previous

Case, and �p(x) = d, by Corollary 6.4. Hence, by Lemma 5.8 and the definition of �p (Lemma 6.2), (p)d ∈ x.
(⇐) If (p)d ∈ x then (p)↓ ∈ x by axiom 7. By its definition (Lemma 6.2), �p(x) = d and thus pAT

(�T (x)) = d,
by Corollary 6.4. Since �T , x � (p)↓ by the previous Case it follows that �T , x � (p)d.

Now assume the lemma holds for � and �.
Case � = � → �:

�T , x � � → �
iff �T , x � � implies �T , x �� by the semantics of →
iff � ∈ x implies � ∈ x by the induction hypothesis
iff � → � ∈ x by Lemma 4.5(1).

Case � = [p]�: (⇒) Suppose �T , x � [p]�. If �T , x � �(p)↓, then (p)↑ ∈ x, and so using axiom 10, [p]⊥ ∈ x.
Also ⊥ → � is a tautology, so [p](⊥ → �) ∈ Ax∗

T ⊆ x. But by axiom 11

[p](⊥ → �) → ([p]⊥ → [p]�) ∈ x,

and so by Detachment it follows that [p]� ∈ x.
Otherwise, �T , x � (p)↓ and �T , pAT

(�T (x))��. Therefore (p)↓ ∈ x and �T , xp ��, as pAT
(�T (x)) = �p(x) = xp

by Lemma 6.2 and Corollary 6.4. Hence � ∈ xp by the induction hypothesis, and so [p]� ∈ x.
(⇐) Suppose [p]� ∈ x. By negation completeness either (p)↑ ∈ x or (p)↓ ∈ x. For the former it immediately

follows that �T , x ��(p)↓ and therefore �T , x � [p]�. For the latter, �T , x � (p)↓ and � ∈ xp ∈ AT so, by the induction
hypothesis, �T , xp ��. But xp = pAT

(�T (x)); hence �T , x � [p]�. �

Now we are able to show that the canonical T-coalgebra is a final object in the category of T-coalgebras. The reason
is natural and conceptually appealing: states can be represented by their truth sets. Any state b in a coalgebra 〈B, �〉
has a truth set in this coalgebra that is maximal and therefore a member of AT . This defines a map B −→ AT which
proves to be the unique morphism between the coalgebras. The proof of that uses the characterisation of morphisms
from Theorem 2.9(2), which is specific to polynomial functors.

Theorem 6.6. 〈AT , �T 〉 is a final T-coalgebra.

Proof. Let 〈B, �〉 be any T-coalgebra. Define

!� : B −→ AT : b �−→ {� | �, b ��} .

Now we show that !� is the unique morphism from � to �T .

• !�(b) ∈ AT : !�(b) is a truth set, so is in AT by Lemma 5.6.
• !� is a morphism: by Theorem 2.9(2) we need to show pB(�(b)) = pAT

(�T (!�(b))) for observation paths and
!�(pB(�(b))) = pAT

(�T (!�(b))) for state paths.
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Firstly,

�(b) ∈ Dom pB

iff �, b � (p)↓ by the semantics of (p)↓
iff (p)↓ ∈!�(b) by the definition of !�
iff �T , !�(b)� (p)↓ by the Truth Lemma (6.5)
iff �T (!�(b)) ∈ Dom pAT

by the semantics of (p)↓.

For observation paths, when �, b � (p)↓:

pB(�(b)) = c

iff �, b � (p)c by the semantics of (p)c

iff (p)c ∈!�(b) by the definition of !�
iff �T , !�(b)� (p)c by the Truth Lemma (6.5)
iff pAT

(�T (!�(b))) = c by the semantics of (p)c,

so pB(�(b)) = pAT
(�T (!�(b))).

For state paths, when �, b � (p)↓:

� ∈!�(pB(�(b)))

iff �, pB(�(b))�� by the definition of !�
iff �, b � [p]� by the semantics of [p]�
iff [p]� ∈!�(b) by the definition of !�
iff � ∈ �p(!�(b)) by the definition of �p

iff � ∈ pAT
(�T (!�(b))) by Corollary 6.4,

so !�(pB(�(b))) = pAT
(�T (!�(b))).

• Uniqueness of !�: let f : B −→ AT be a morphism from � to �T . Now we need to show � ∈ f (b) iff � ∈!�(b):

� ∈!�(b)

iff �, b �� by the definition of !�
iff �T , f (b)�� by Lemma 3.3
iff � ∈ f (b) by the Truth Lemma (6.5). �

7. Completeness

“Completeness” of the deducibility relation |−
T

with respect to our semantics would state that � |=
T
� implies � |−

T
�.

An equivalent formulation of this assertion is that every |−
T
-consistent set is satisfiable at some coalgebraic state (using

Lemma 5.4(6)).

Definition 7.1. The functor T is called Lindenbaum if every |−
T
-consistent set of formulas is a subset of some

maximal set.

Theorem 7.2 (Completeness). If T is Lindenbaum, then the following are equivalent:

(1) � |−
T
�.

(2) � |=
T
�.

(3) ���T �.

Proof. (1)⇒(2): Theorem 5.3.
(2)⇒(3): Follows as �T is a T-coalgebra.
(3)⇒(1): If � |�−

T
� then � ∪ {¬�} is |−

T
-consistent, by Lemma 5.4(6). Therefore, by the Lindenbaum property, there

exists a maximal x ⊇ � ∪ {¬�}. By the Truth Lemma (6.5), �T , x �� and �T , x ���, hence � ���T �. �
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The Lindenbaum property is in fact necessary, as well as sufficient, for completeness to hold. To see this, suppose
� |=

T
� implies � |−

T
�. Then if � is |−

T
-consistent, we have � |�−

T
⊥ and hence � |�=

T
⊥, so �, x �� for some �, x. Then

the truth set {� | �, x ��} extends � and is maximal by Theorem 5.6.
Infinitary proof relations often satisfy Lindenbaum and completeness properties only under some cardinality con-

dition. For instance the predicate logic L�1�, whose formulas admit denumerably long conjunctions and disjunctions
but only finite strings of quantifiers, has a standard proof relation that satisfies � |− � iff ��� for countable �, but
not in general. Indeed Scott [40] cites an example of a negation complete and consistent set of L�1�-formulas that is
unsatisfiable, and gives another that is consistent but has no negation complete and consistent extensions.

Another well-known example, in the case of languages with finite-length formulas, is �-logic. This concerns first-
order languages that include constants for all members of the set � of natural numbers, and whose proof theory has
the �-rule

from {�(n) | n ∈ �} infer ∀x�(x).

The completeness theorem for �-logic in [7] works for countable languages only. Similarly, for our coalgebraic logic
we can derive the Lindenbaum property under a cardinality constraint:

Theorem 7.3. If R−
T is countable, then every |−T -consistent subset of �T can be extended to a maximal set.

Proof. Fix an enumeration
〈
�0, �0

〉
,
〈
�1, �1

〉
, . . . ,

〈
�n, �n

〉
, . . . of the countable set R−

T . Since R−
T ⊆ R T , we have

�n |−
T
�n for all n.

Suppose � is |−
T
-consistent. Let 0 = �. Now assume inductively that n is defined and |−

T
-consistent. If n |−

T
�n,

then let

n+1 = n ∪ {�n},
which is |−

T
-consistent because n is, by Lemma 5.4(5). Alternatively, n |�−

T
�n. But �n |−

T
�n, so in that case by the

cut rule CT there must exist a � ∈ �n such that n |�−
T
�. Let

n+1 = n ∪ {¬�},
which is |−

T
-consistent by Lemma 5.4(6).

Next, let  = ⋃
n�0 n. By construction, for all n, if �n /∈  then ¬� ∈  for some � ∈ �n.

 is finitely |−
T
-consistent—any finite subset of  is a subset of some n, which is |−

T
-consistent. More generally, the

union of any chain of finitely |−
T
-consistent sets is finitely |−

T
-consistent, so Zorn’s lemma applies to the ⊆-ordered set

{′ ⊆ �T |  ⊆ ′ and ′ is finitely |−
T
-consistent}

to provide an extension ′ of  that is maximally finitely |−
T
-consistent. (Alternatively, by a standard argument, we

could enumerate �T and use Lemma 5.7(1) to proceed inductively along this (possibly transfinite) enumeration to build
′ as a negation complete finitely |−

T
-consistent extension of .)

Now for each n, if �n /∈ ′ then �n /∈ , so by construction there exists � ∈ �n with ¬� ∈  ⊆ ′, hence � /∈ ′
or else {¬�, �} would contradict ′ being finitely |−

T
-consistent. This shows that ′ is closed under the rule

〈
�n, �n

〉

for all n, so is R−
T -closed. By Corollary 5.12 it follows that the extension ′ of � is maximal. �

The status of the countability of R−
T is clarified by the following results.

Theorem 7.4.
(1) R−

T is countable if, and only if, either
(i) T has no observation paths; or
(ii) T has countably many paths.

(2) T has no observation paths precisely when it has no constant components.
(3) T has countably many paths precisely when every exponential T-component SE has a countable exponent set E.

Proof. (1) Suppose R−
T is countable. If T does have an observation path then there is a rule of the form Ip, so R−

T �= ∅.
But for any rule 〈�, �〉 ∈ R−

T we have 〈[q]�, [q]�〉 ∈ R−
T for all state paths q, so there can only be countably many
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state paths. Also, there are only countably many rules of the form Ip, so there can only be countably many observation
paths. Since any path can be extended to a state or observation path, there are then only countably many paths altogether.

Conversely, if (i) holds then there are no Ip rules, so R−
T is the countable set ∅. On the other hand, if (ii) holds put

R 0 = {Ip | p is an observation path}, and inductively

R n+1 = {〈[q]�, [q]�〉 : 〈�, �〉 ∈ R n and q is a state path}.

Then, inductively, each R n is countable, hence so is
⋃

n�0 R n = R−
T .

(2) T has paths to all its components, so there is an observation path iff there is a constant component.
(3) A path is a finite list of symbols of the form �1, �2, 
1, 
2, evd . Since T has finitely many components, if all

exponents occurring in T are countable, then there are countably many symbols of the form evd in the list-alphabet,
hence countably many finite lists.

On the other hand, if T has a component SE with E uncountable, then since there exists a path T
p−� SE , the paths

include the uncountable collection {p.evd | d ∈ E}. �

Lemma 7.5. If T has no constant components with infinite constant set, then |−
T

is finitary.

Proof. If every constant component D of T is determined by a finite set D, then every rule 〈�, �〉 of the form Ip has
a finite premiss-set � (this holds vacuously when T has no constant components, since then R−

T = ∅). But then every
rule in R−

T has a finite premiss set. By standard arguments this implies that the deducibility relation |−
T

is finitary, i.e. if
� |−

T
� then �′ |−

T
� for some finite �′ ⊆ �. Indeed � |−

T
� iff there exists a finite sequence �0, . . . ,�n = � such that each

�i is an axiom, or a member of �, or can be inferred from previous members of the sequence either by Detachment or
by some rule from R−

T (see the proof of Lemma 8.1 below for a similar result). �

Corollary 7.6. If |−
T

is infinitary, then R−
T is countable if, and only if, T has countably many paths.

Proof. If T has no observation paths, then it has no constant components at all, hence by Lemma 7.5, |−
T

is
finitary. Contrapositively, if |−

T
is infinitary then it must have observation paths, so the corollary now follows from

Theorem 7.4(1). �

In the light of these facts, a range of possibilities can be observed:

• If |−
T

is finitary, then T is Lindenbaum and so |−
T

is complete. For if |−
T

is finitary, then a set of formulas is |−
T
-consistent

iff it is finitely |−
T
-consistent, and hence the union of any chain of |−

T
-consistent sets is |−

T
-consistent. This means that

the inductive argument of the proof of Theorem 7.3 still works for transfinite inductions, and so can work with an
enumeration of R−

T of any length. Thus, any |−
T
-consistent set can be shown to have a |−

T
-maximal extension even

when R−
T is uncountable.

• It is possible to have R−
T = ∅, hence T is Lindenbaum, while �T is uncountable. If T is constructed from the identity

functor Id by any of the polynomial operations, then T has no constant components D, hence no observation paths
and no rules of the form Ip, so R−

T = ∅. For example, if T = IdR, where R is the set of real numbers, then R−
T = ∅

while �T includes the uncountably many formulas (evr)↓ for all r ∈ R. Note that if R−
T = ∅, then also R T = ∅.

In this case in fact every theory is an R T -theory, which implies that |−
T

is finitary.
• It is possible to have R−

T countable (and even finite), hence T is Lindenbaum, while R T is uncountable. For instance,
let T = R and put p = 〈〉 (the only path), with Ip = 〈�, �〉. Then R−

T = {Ip}, since there are no state paths, while
R T has the uncountably many rules 〈(p)r → �, (p)r → �〉 for all r ∈ R.

• T may still be Lindenbaum when R−
T is uncountable. This holds if T = D

R
with D any finite set (even a one-element

set). Since the only constant component of T has a finite constant set, |−
T

is finitary by Lemma 7.5, so T is Lindenbaum
as above. But Theorem 7.4 implies that R−

T is uncountable, since T has a constant component and an uncountable
exponent R.
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8. Incompleteness

We now present an example to show that the Lindenbaum property and completeness of |−
T

can fail when R−
T is

uncountable. In a sense to be explained, this is the simplest possible example of incompleteness.
We have just seen that if T has no infinite constant component, then |−

T
is finitary so T is Lindenbaum regardless of

the size of R−
T . But even if T has infinite constant sets, then it will still be Lindenbaum provided that any exponent

E of a component SE is countable, for then R−
T will be countable by parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 7.4. Thus, any

potential counter-example to completeness will have to contain at least one infinite constant component, and at least

one uncountable exponent. The simplest such case is to take T to be the exponential functor �R (any uncountable

set would do for the exponent here). In that case T has the uncountably many observation paths T
evr−� � for r ∈ R,

and these are all the non-empty paths there are. The only non-trivial path functions are the (total) evaluation functions
evr : �R −→ �.

Now for each set X ⊆ R, define a set �X of wffs by putting

�X = {(evr)n → ¬(evs)n | r, s ∈ X, r �= s, and n ∈ �}.
Then �R is itself unsatisfiable. To see this, suppose on the contrary that �, x ��R for some � and x. Define f : R−→�
by putting f (r) = �(x)(r) = evr(�(x)). Then f (r) = n iff �, x �(evr)n, and so from the truth of all members of �R

at x we get f (r) �= f (s) for all r �= s ∈ R. But this is impossible, as there is no injective function from R to �. Hence
�R |=

T
⊥.

On the other hand, if X is countable, then �X is satisfiable: take any injective function f : X −→ �, put A = {x},
and let �(x) be any function belonging to �R that agrees with f on X. Then �, x � (evr)n → ¬(evs)n for all r �= s ∈ X.
Hence �X |�=

T
⊥ for all countable X.

It turns out that �R is |−
T
-consistent. To prove this we observe that there is an infinite analogue of the principle used

in the proof of Lemma 7.5 that finite premiss sets lead to a finitary deducibility relation. If all premiss sets of the rules
from R T have fewer than � members, where � is a regular cardinal, then any instance of the relation � |−

T
� is witnessed

by a proof-sequence of length less than �, so � |−
T
� implies �′ |−

T
� for some subset �′ of � with fewer than � members

(see [2, 1.3]). In particular, we will sketch below a proof of

Lemma 8.1. For T = �R, if � |−
T
� then �′ |−

T
� for some countable �′ ⊆ �.

This lemma shows that if �R were |−
T
-inconsistent, then �′ |−

T
⊥ for some countable �′ ⊆ �R. Then �′ ⊆ �X for

some countable X ⊆ R, so �X |−
T
⊥. But then �X |=

T
⊥ by Soundness, contradicting the satisfiability of �X as above.

Thus, we see that �R |=
T
⊥ but �R |�−

T
⊥, so completeness fails. This also shows directly why the Lindenbaum property

fails: �R is |−
T
-consistent but has no maximal extension, or else it would be satisfied at such an extension in the canonical

coalgebra 〈AT , �T 〉, by the Truth Lemma.

Proof of Lemma 8.1. Note first that the Ip-rules determined by observation paths all have the form
〈{¬(evr)n | n ∈ �}, (evr)↑〉 for some r ∈ R, and so have a countable premiss-set. From this it can be seen that if
〈�, �〉 ∈ R T , then � is countable.

Now define a �-sequence to be any sequence of wffs of the form 〈�� | ���〉, such that � is a countable ordinal and
for all ���:

• �� ∈ �; or
• �� is an axiom; or
• �� follows from previous members of the sequence by Detachment, i.e. there exist �, � < � with �� = (�� → ��);

or
• �� follows from previous members of the sequence by a rule from R T , i.e. there exists 〈�, �〉 ∈ R T such that

� ⊆ {�� | � < �} and � = ��.

Next define a relation |−� by putting � |−� � iff there exists a �-sequence as above with �� = �. If  is any maximal
set with � ⊆ , then the closure properties of  ensure that every member of every �-sequence belongs to . From
this it follows that � |−� � implies � |−

T
�. The converse is also true, and is shown by proving that � = {� | � |−� �}
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is an R T -theory with � ⊆ �. The proof, whose details are left to the reader, requires the construction of certain
�-sequences by concatenation of other such sequences. The fact that the premiss-set of each rule in R T is countable is
crucial here in allowing all the required sequences to be indexed by countable ordinals. Then if � |−

T
�, the R T -theory

� must contain �, so � |−� �.
To complete the proof of Lemma 8.1, suppose � |−

T
�. Then there is a �-sequence 〈�� | ���〉 with �� = �. Put

�′ = � ∩ {�� | ���}. Then 〈�� | ���〉 is a �′-sequence showing �′ |−
T
�, and �′ is countable. �

9. Comparisons and questions

As far as we know this is the first paper to develop a systematic infinitary proof theory for finitary formulas in
coalgebraic logic. We have used it to show that the canonical model method can be extended to give a natural logical
construction of final coalgebras for all polynomial functors. The essential new features allowing this were the “halting
formulas” (p)↓ and their associated inference rules. It may be asked whether the technique can be adapted to other
kinds of functor. Relevant to this is the result of [14] that on an abstract level the existence of a final T-coalgebra is
equivalent to the existence of a logical system, with a relation of satisfaction of formulas by coalgebraic states, that has
the Hennessy–Milner property and a set of formulas (rather than a proper class of formulas, as can happen if enough
infinite conjunctions and disjunctions are permitted).

A different approach to polynomial coalgebraic logic, closer to the classical equational logic of universal algebra,
was introduced in [10,12]. In this approach the atomic formulas are equations between terms for algebraic expres-
sions like p(�(x)) where p is a path expression, � a symbol for transition structures, and x a state-valued variable.
Boolean combinations of such equations provide a set of formulas whose semantics fulfills the Hennessy–Milner
property. This is a more expressive language than that of the present paper, since it includes formulas with the same
semantics as the constructs (p)↓, (p)c and [p]� but also provides syntax for many other polynomial operations: pro-
jections, pairings, insertions, case-analyses, evaluations, lambda abstractions, and functional applications. It would
be of interest to investigate whether there is a suitable proof theory and canonical model construction for this richer
language.

As mentioned in the Introduction, a polynomial coalgebra can be viewed as a very general kind of deterministic
automaton. Nondeterministic transition systems can be modelled by operations involving the powerset functor P , where
PA is the set of all subsets of A. The “Kripke polynomial” functors are those constructible by the polynomial operations
and P . This class of functors was introduced in [36] and studied further [21]. The full use of the powerset functor
prevents there being a final coalgebra, but there is still interest in canonical models and questions of completeness. The
canonical coalgebra constructions in [36,21] differ from the one given here. Both of those papers consider only finitary
deducibility relations for functors that have finite constant sets. They also take a many-sorted approach to syntax and
proof theory, defining a class of formulas of sort S, and relation |−

S
over the set of S-formulas, for each component S of

the main functor T. Rößiger works with the set MS of maximally |−
S
-consistent sets of S-formulas, and defines certain

functions �S : MS −→ S(MT ) for all T-components S. In particular, this gives a function �T : MT −→ T (MT ) which
is taken as the canonical T-coalgebra. Thus, this coalgebra is built out of T-formulas, whereas our AT ’s correspond to
MId and are built out of Id-formulas.

Jacobs works algebraically with indexed families of Boolean algebras with operators, each index corresponding to a
component of T. From these, coalgebras are built using the representation theory of Boolean algebras. In this approach
ultrafilters play the role of algebraic analogues of maximal sets of formulas. Interpreted syntactically, it could be said
that the approach builds functions of the form rS : MS −→S(MId). Then the function rT : MT −→T (MId) is composed
with a certain map MId −→ MT to give a function MId −→ T (MId) that serves as a canonical T-coalgebra.

In these terms, our method in Section 6 was to use the internal structure of T as given by paths T
p−� S to build a

partial function �p : MId ◦−→ SMId, which turn out to be pAT
◦ �T , and to derive �T : MId −→ T MId from the case

that p is the empty path. It may be possible to take this approach with nondeterministic coalgebras, modifying our path
functions to set-valued functions pA : T A −→ PSA, or equivalently to binary relations Rp ⊆ T A × SA, to obtain a
structural analysis reminiscent of the Kripke relational semantics for classical modal logic.

It would also be of interest to develop an algebraic analogue of this approach. The construction would be more
complex than Jacobs’, in that it would not be possible to use all ultrafilters of a Boolean algebra when the formation
of T involves infinite constants sets. Only those ultrafilters that have an infinitary “richness” property analogous to the
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R T -closure of maximal sets would be admissible. A theory of rich ultrafilters for polynomial coalgebras has been
extensively developed in [10,11,13].

Another related study is the work on Stone coalgebras in [26]. This involves coalgebras whose state-set carries a
Stone-space topology, with the Vietoris functor on Stone spaces being used in place of P . The Boolean representations
of Jacobs [21] are adapted to give a construction of a final coalgebra for each “Vietoris polynomial functor”. Here, it
would appear that compactness replaces finiteness as the constraint on the constant sets occurring in functors. A natural
line of enquiry then would be to see if our canonical coalgebra construction could be lifted to this topological setting
to give an alternative construction of these final coalgebras. This may involve topological conditions on path relations,
such as the point-image-closure requirement that sets of the form {y | x Rp y} are closed.

Finally, a comment on finitely branching nondeterminism, which can be modelled by replacing P by the finitary
powerset functor P�, where P�A is the set of all finite subsets of A. This imposes the image-finiteness property that
point-image sets {y | xR

p
Ay} are finite. It is known that a final coalgebra exists for any functor built from polynomial

operations and P�. But as far as we are aware there is no known construction, either in classical modal logic or in
coalgebraic logic more generally, that produces canonical models that are image-finite. Further investigation of this
may be worthwhile.
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